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ABSTRACT
Intra-articular injection requires a visual learning and the knee is the most commonly used joint for t his application.
YouTube videos have become a source of visual learning. However, there is a obscurity whether YouTube videos on
medical education provide safe and useful information. Therefore, this study aim to evaluate the reliability of YouTube
videos on knee joint injection according to the current approach.
The term ʺknee joint injection techniqueʺ was used to search the related YouTube videos. The videos were grouped in
terms of the uploader, uploading years, and the number of views. The procedure was evaluated and scored for positioning
of the patient, palpation of the landmarks, washing hands and wearing gloves, needle approach and entry, drug injection,
removing the needle and placing the sponge and finally bandaging.
Of the 61 videos, only 11 (18%) had enough quality. The score of videos uploaded by an institution was significantly
higher than others (p=0.006). The score of videos viewed over (n=31) and lower (n=30) than 10000 times was 4.5 (IQR
2.0) and 3.5 (IQR 2.0), respectively (p=0.018). There was no statistical significance between the groups according to
uploading years (p=0.694).
YouTube videos are not enough qualified enaugh reliable visual learning of knee joint injection. The institutional YouTube
videos are more educational sources than others. YouTube videos with higher views count also have higher reli ability.
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Introduction
There is a debate about the advantages and
disadvantages of digital medical education. Some
authors advocate the advantages of digital medical
education (1,2); on the other hand, others warn us
about losing professionalism (3). Since YouTube
was established in early 2005, it has become the
most popular and successful internet-based videosharing website (4). All around the world,
1.300.000.000 people are using YouTube every
minute, 300 hours of videos are uploaded on
YouTube, and finally, about five billion videos are
watched on YouTube every day (4). Medical
videos are not outside of those, and therefore
YouTube has also become a large source of
information on medical education.
The knee, the largest hinge joint in the human
body, is the most common and the most
comfortable body region for the physician to
apply intra-articular injection (5). The proper
technique requires not only theoretical knowledge
but also requires visual learning. Besides this,
educational videos have some benefits, such as
using time efficiently and reducing technical errors
(6,7). So the videos that teach invasive procedures

are commonly used to avoid possible mistakes.
However, there is great obscurity whether these
videos provide safe and useful information for
health care professionals.
This study aims to evaluate the reliability of
YouTube videos on knee joint injections
according to the current approach in the literature
(8,9).

Material and Method
The search was done by using the term ʺknee joint
injection techniqueʺ. The 383 videos listed on the
main page were watched and evaluated. Our
exclusion criteria consisted of irrelevant video
content, all languages except English, commercial
or advertising videos, funny videos, recurrent
content, interviews, news, course or seminar
videos, and the videos that were uploaded before
2010 (Figure 1). We divide the videos into three
groups according to uploading years. The first
group was from 2010 to 2012, the second was
from 2013 to 2015, and the last group was from
2016 to March 30, 2018.
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Fig. 2. The Average Scores According To The Uploaders

used, and higher than two-group comparisons
were made by using Kruskal-Wallis test. ShapiroWilk test was used for normality tests. The p
values that smaller than 0.05 were accepted as
statistical significance.

Results
After searching with the term ʺknee joint injection
techniqueʺ, there were 383 videos on ' 'YouTube's
main page. Three hundred twenty-two of them
were excluded because they matched with
exclusion criteria, so only 61 videos of them were
included in this study. Of the 61 videos, 44
(72.1%) had been uploaded by health
professionals, six (9.8%) had been uploaded by an
institution (university, society, association, clinic,
etc.), nine (14.8%) videos' uploaders were
unknown, and two (3.3%) uploader were users
other than health professionals. The majority of
uploaders (96.7%, n=59) had preferred humans as
a descriptive model of the procedure. Only two
uploaders (3.3%) had used, mannequin model for
the invasive procedure stages. Only one video
(1.6%) consisted of incorrect information. This
video had been uploaded by non-medical
personnel. He was showing knee joint injection
technique irrelevantly with the guidelines. He was
showing injection on himself at home and in nonsterile conditions. Videos' distributions according
to their content adequacy were as follows: the
number of qualified, mediocre, and entirely
inadequate videos were 11 (18%), 25 (41%), and
25 (41%), respectively. Local anesthetic was
recommended in 17 videos (27.9%).
The median scores were 6.5 (IQR 2.75) for the
institutional uploader, 4.5 (IQR 2.5) for the health
professional uploader, 2.75 for non-medical
personnel, and 3.0 (IQR 1.5) for the unknown
uploader. The videos uploaded by an institution had
significantly higher median scores compared to those
uploaded by others (p=0.006). (Figure 2)
The number of videos viewed over 10000 was 31

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the search

All videos matched our criteria examined in terms
of the uploader, uploading years, number of views,
duration, demonstration model of the procedure
(human or mannequin model), and local anesthetic
proposal. Additionally, the process was evaluated
and scored for positioning the patient, palpation
of the landmarks, hand washing, wearing gloves,
needle approach and entry, drug injection,
removing the needle and placing the sponge, and
finally bandaging (Table 1). These evaluations
were made by two physicians, an orthopedic
surgeon and a sports medicine physician,
separately. Each physician rated the videos from 0
to 7 points independently of each other. The
rating was based on the literature knowledge that
specifically reviewed this topic (8,9). We
categorized the scores like 6-7 points are enough
qualified; 4-5 points are mediocre videos, and
finally, lower than 4 points are pretty inadequate
(10) (Table 1).
Statistical Analysis: Statistical analysis was made
using SPSS 20.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version
20.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Numeric variable
data are represented as median (IQR-interquartile
ratio) and frequent variable data as rates. For twogroup comparisons, the Mann-Whitney U test was
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Table 1. The Scoring Parameters Chart
Score parameters
Positioning of the patient
Palpation of the landmarks
Washing hands and wearing gloves
Needle approach and entry
Drug injection
Removing the needle and placing the sponge
Bandaging
Score classification
Enough qualified
Mediocre
Quite inadequate

Score
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Total score
6-7
4-5.5
<4

Table 2. The Comparison of Video Scores According To Variables
Uploader Type
Institution (university, society,
association, clinic etc.)
Healthcare personnel (doctors, nurses,
etc.)
Individuals other than healthcare
personnel
Unknown (not classified)
View Count
≥10,000
<10,000
Uploading Years
2010-12
2013-15
2016-18

n

%

Median score (IQR)

6

9.8

6.5(2.75)

44

72.1

4.5(2.5)

2

3.3

2.75

9
n
31
30
n
18
28
17

14.8
%
50.8
49.2
%
26.2
45.9
27.9

3 (1.5)
Median score (IQR)
3.5 (2.0)
4.5(2.0)
Median score (IQR)
4.5
3.75
4.5

(50.8%), and 30 (49.2%) videos had been viewed
by fewer than 10000 users. The median score of
the videos that were viewed over (n=31) and
lower (n=30) than 10000 times was 4.5 (IQR 2.0)
and 3.5 (IQR 2.0), respectively (p=0.018).
The median scores of them were 4.5 (IQR 2.25),
3.75 (IQR 2.5), and 4.5 (IQR 1.75), respectively.
There was no statistical significance between the
groups (p=0.694).

p-value
0.006

p-value
0.018
p-value
0.694

medical education the limited to digital media
professionalism. Therefore, with the high
popularity of YouTube, we wanted to evaluate the
scientific reliability of YouTube videos on knee
joint injection techniques.
In our study, although health workers uploaded
the vast majority of videos (72.1%), only 18% of
them were qualified enough. The good thing was
that only one video consisted of incorrect
information. Additionally, we have also found a
meaningful relationship between the quality of
video content and its number of views. But the
most important factor affecting the quality was the
uploader. The score was higher when the uploader
was an institution (university, society, association,
clinic, etc.). Finally, we could not find qualify
difference between new and old videos.

Discussion
Because many invasive medical procedures require
visual learning, health students and health
professionals often benefit from YouTube videos.
One of the frequently applied invasive medical
procedures is knee joint injection. They are also
considering the importance of visual learning in
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In many articles investigating the reliability of
YouTube videos, authors had found that when the
uploader was an institution, the quality of video
content becomes better and serves more accurate
information (7,11-14). Our study also supports
this data. However, although the number of
videos including incorrect information was very
small (1.6%), there is always a significant potential
risk of spreading inaccurate information due to
the lack of a refereeing mechanism. Additionally,
this risk may be greater if there was no linear
relationship between the view count and accurate
information score.
When the video contents were evaluated, only
18% of them were was enough qualified. This
ratio is unacceptable for the general quality of any
topic. For example, in a study investigating lumbar
puncture and neuraxial block techniques, the
authors found less than 50% of videos gave
essential information on the procedure and
sterility (15). However, these rates demonstrate
differences between studies that deal with
different subjects (7,16-19). Thus, some authors
advise using more technical terms when searching
on YouTube to reach more qualified videos (19).
There are limited studies related to the current
topic (19-21). Fischer et al.(19) have found
YouTube videos' poor overall educational quality
on knee arthrocentesis. Karim et al.(20) have
concluded that YouTube videos on knee
arthrocentesis
cannot
replace
traditional
instructor-led learning periods in medical students'
education. Finally, Kucukakkas et al.(21) had
reported an insufficiency and discrepancy about
YouTube content for Web-based learning intraarticular injection even though when healthcare
professionals published it.
YouTube accesses are free, easy, and do not need
a registration procedure. Also, the videos could be
watched anytime and anywhere repeatedly. As a
result, it is especially attractive for students.
However, the classical method is still important in
education (22). Web-based education has already
begun to compete with classical training on some
issues (23). On the other side, accessing correct
information is also indispensable, especially in
health. Therefore, this topic should be discussed
and be bound to an acceptable and feasible
outcome. Perhaps ʺYouTube Academicʺ including
referee process is necessary.
A major limitation of the current study is the
YouTube nature that gives instant information
that changes according to the search date and
time. In addition, it is possible that we could not

reach unlimited data due to search terms and
exclusion criteria.
In conclusion, e-learning videos are important in
health. However, there is a justifiable concern
regarding reliability. Specifically, YouTube videos
on knee joint injection techniques are not
qualified enough. Videos' quality and the number
of views are linearly proportional. The quality of
videos uploaded by educational institutions is
higher in terms of correct information and
reliability.
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